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HI! I'M LEXI 
MIRE
Hey there friend ! Thank you so 

much for buying my pattern !

 

I am a self taught embroidery 

artist and I am so lucky that 

embroidering hats has become 

my job ! So many people have 

asked me for tips and educational 

tools , and I am so stoked to share 

how I do what I do !

 

Just a heads up , my style is 

contemporary , which means a lot 

of the tips , tricks , and techniques 

I use may be different from how 

you may typically embroider or 

what other online tutorials 

suggest .

All of this stuff is what works for me 

and how I make my hats look the 

way they do . So let ’s play and get 

out of our comfort zones a little . It ’s 

really fun to take a traditional craft 

and change it up !

 

Be sure to read through the guide 

before you get started and enjoy 

yourself !

 

 

LET’S GET 
STARTED!

USE THE HASHTAG 
#MYMIREMADE TO SHARE YOUR 
WORK IN PROGRESS PHOTOS 
AND FINISHED HAT!



MATERIALS

1. Cotton embroidery floss! I get my floss at Michaels or Joann’s! DMC is my ultimate
favorite brand and what I’l l be using for this pattern guide. I use 7 different colors in this
design and list the coordinating colors in the color chart below. Your embroidery kit
includes these colors or similar ones depending on the availability of the floss.
 
2. 4 inch hard plastic embroidery hoop! 
 
3. A needle or two! I use a size 18 chenille needle. I know that seems large for embroidery,
but the hats I use are a very thick material and I embroider in a nontraditional way, so this
size works well for me! 
 
4. Scissors! Any size works! You will be cutting printer paper during the transfer method.
 
5. Authentic Pigment Hat, lighter colors preferred!
 
6. Printed Pattern and a water soluble marker or DMC Embroidery Transfer pen.
Alternative - Embroidery Pencil in White.
 
Not Shown Above: Scotch Tape / Packing Tape
 
Not necessary, but useful - finger grips! Getting your needle through the hat can be
difficult so using a grip can be super helpful.

HERE  ARE  ALL  OF 
THE  TOOLS  IN  MY 
EMBROIDERY  KIT!

See the shopping list at
the end of the PDF for
links to these items

 IF  YOU  ARE  USING  A  MIRE  MADE  EMBROIDERY  KIT, YOU
HAVE  EVERYTHING  YOU  NEED  EXCEPT  FOR  SCISSORS  AND

TAPE!



4 INCH 
HOOP 
PATTERN

This pattern page is scaled for a 4 inch hoop! Print this page on

standard printer paper for the transfer method below. All

embroidery kits come with this page already printed.

 

The full pattern is larger than the size of the hoop you will be

using so you will need to transfer the pattern onto your hoop in a

few pieces.  I have separated the two pieces and will

demonstrate on the pattern transfer page how to apply them to

your hat.

1 .

2 .



HOOP ALIGNMENT
 Here's a view of the pattern fully assembled. This chart also shows 

approximately where your hoop will sit when transferring each of the 

pattern pieces to your hat, as well as when you are embroidering each 

element.

1.

2.



GENERAL TIPS

When fitting the embroidery hoop onto the hat , start by putting the
inner ring into the inside of the hat . Push the bottom edge of the hoop
all the way down against the bottom seam of the hat , as low as you can
get it . Insert the outer ring and pull the fabric tight . Tighten the hoop

with the fastener .

EMBROIDERY HOOP

As you stitch , check in with the tightness of the fabric . Pull on the
fabric around the outside of the hoop every so often to create a flat
surface . If the fabric is loose is will lead to wrinkles in the design . 

KEEP FABRIC TIGHT

After every stitch , pull the thread taught so that stitches aren 't loose .

The thread may twist , just keep an eye on it and rotate the needle to
untwist it if it is affecting your stitches .

 

 

 

 

KEEP THREAD TIGHT

Because of the nature of embroidery , your hat may not look exactly
like mine and that 's okay ! There are lots of variables , including how
you apply the pattern to the hat , which side of the hat you choose ,

etc . Even my two examples vary slightly from each other ! So don 't
sweat it if yours is a little different !

MAKE IT YOURS!



PATTERN TRANSFER METHOD LIGHTBOX TECHNIQUE

This technique is super easy but will only work if you are working with a single layer hat, such as

Authentic Pigment. It will not work with multi-layered hats that have a sweat wicking interior net,

and will be difficult with black hats in any brand, because light cannot easily pass through the

fabric. Tracing may be easiest in a dark room.

1. Print the pattern using the 4 inch hoop page. Cut out the 2 floral elements, begin with #1.

2. Apply the hoop to the hat and make sure it is tight with no wrinkles in the fabric. 

3. Place the paper cut out face down in your hoop and use a flash light or cell phone light to

illuminate the inside of the hat. 

4. Make sure your design is where you want it, tape it to the inside of the hat. Be sure to pull

back the sweatband of the hat during the transfer process because it will block out any light. 

5. Trace your pattern using a water erasable marker or something similar. It's okay if you make

mistakes, the pen is water soluble and you will remove leftover marks at the end. It will be

easiest to see the lines if the paper is pressed firmly against the hat. The part of your pattern

that overlaps on the seam will be hard to see and may need to be added after. Keep the lines

thin and press lightly. Do not soak the fabric with ink.

6. Keep the pattern pulled up on your computer on pages 4 and 5 if you are having trouble

seeing certain elements and freehand them.

7-9. Once you are done with shape 1, move on to 2. Use pages 4-5 to determine where each

element fits, tape it into the hat, and trace it. 

 

 1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6.

7. 8. 9.



THREADING YOUR NEEDLE

 

 

Cut about 12 to 18 inches of embroidery floss. 

Thread one end (a) through the needle and 

tie a knot onto the other end (b). Tie a second 

knot over the first knot to make it a little 

thicker, and trim the excess thread off of the 

end (b). While embroidering, keep the end (a) 

at about a 3 inch length from the needle to 

prevent it from pulling out of the needle. 

When finishing the stitch, I will do the same 

knot a few times over on the inside of the hat 

as close to the fabric as possible and trim the 

excess.

 

 

In this pattern you will be using 2 needle threading methods. This part is pretty 
easy but a little different than traditional embroidery! Embroidery floss is made up 
of six strands. Many embroidery designs require you to separate the strands and 
use less than the full six. But what I like to do is keep all of the strands in tact, to 
make the design a little more full.

METHOD 1
SINGLE THREAD

METHOD 2
DOUBLE THREAD 

 

Cut about 18 inches of embroidery floss. 

Thread one end (a) through the needle and 

join it with the other end (b). Knot the two 

ends together and trim the excess. While 

embroidering, make sure you pull the threads 

taught and all the way through before creating

 

your next stitch. The two threads may begin to 

spiral around each other, so you may need to 

periodically twist them so they continue to be 

side by side. Using double thread like this is 

advanced and if you begin to do it and feel like

 

it doesn't work for you, feel free to go back to 

Method 1. 

 

When finishing the stitch, cut the needle free 



LET’S TALK STITCHES
This design mostly uses the back stitch and a simple version of the fishbone

stitch . In some of the small flowers , you just need to do single stitches ,

nothing fancy !

 

 

Begin by coming up from the

back of the hoop with the

needle and create a single stitch

about the length of your pinky

nail . Then , once again come up

from the back of the hoop and

insert the needle about half an

inch down the stem line . Bring

the needle and thread all the way

through , pull it taught , and insert

into the center of your first stitch .

Repeat this until the length of

your line is complete , always

inserting the needle in the center

of the previous stitch .

BACK STITCH

FISHBONE STITCH
Begin with a single line at the

tip of the petal or leaf , this is

your base stitch . Create an

arrow shape by making

alternating single stitches on

each side of the base stitch ,

left , right , left , right , each

meeting slightly below the

bottom of the base stitch .

Always start each new stitch

from the top of the leaf and

bring it diagonally down , right

below your previous stitch .

 

In this pattern you will only be

doing a simple version of this

stitch , as seen in the photos

here . 



STITCH DIAGRAM

SINGLE STITCHES 
(DAISY PETALS,
POLLEN)

FISHBONE STITCH 
(TOP OF LUPINE + LAVENDER)

BACK STITCH (STEMS)

SINGLE STITCHES
(WHITE PETALS ON YARROW)

554
 
725
 
905
 
552

3865
 
3712
 
347
 
 

DMC THREAD COLORS



REFERENCE PHOTOS
Here are few photos of the design that you can refer back to if needed !



STEMS + GREENERY
Here 's a step by step view of the stems . Begin by using needle threading

Method 1 in the green thread .

Create small leaves with three lines , using a fishbone stitch .

All of the stems are created by using the back stitch exhibited on

page 8 . Start with the furthest right stem .



STEMS + GREENERY
The leaves are made up of three single lines using the fishbone stitch .

Switch to Method 2 with dark purple thread . Fill in

the shapes , angling down and toward the stem .

Continue stitching the leaves . Fill in the shapes and 

aim to overlap the blue lines with your thread .

Stitch lavender stem , 

still using Method 1 .



LAVENDER
Continue using Method 2 . Remember to overlap the blue lines as much as

possible as you stitch .

Each flower shape is made up of 1-2 vertical line stitches
and 2-3 angled stitches on each side of the stem .

Use a fishbone stitch to create
the top of the lavender .

Continue with the light purple thread
to create the first daisy flower .



DAISIES
Each daisy is made up of 3-4 single stitches . Start each stitch at the end of

the petal and meeting at a single point where the pollen will be .

Create a single stitch with

yellow thread using Method 2 .

Use Method 1 and a simple back stitch

to create stems for a few of the daisies . 

Continue stitching the daisies on this side of the

design , always using needle threading Method 2 .



MORE STEMS + PINK LUPINE 

Switch the position of your hoop and stitch the rest of the stems using

Method 1 and a back stitch .

Use Method 2 and dark pink thread . Each petal is made

up of 2-3 angled stitches on each side of the stem .

Switch to light pink thread ,

still using Method 2 .



LUPINE
The top of the lupine is created using white thread with Method 2 in a simple

fishbone stitch . Use 3-6 stitches for the tip . Create the second to last white

petals in the same style as the pink petals .

Complete the rest of the yarrow

flowers and daisies

Continue onto the ends of the yarrow , use two single

stitches to create a V shape at the end of the stems .



YOU DID IT!
If you used a water soluble marker , you will likely have blue marks

left over that your stitches didn 't fully cover . No worries ! Take a Q-

Tip or create a pointed tip using a paper towel , dip it in water , and

blot the blue marks . They will disappear and it will feel like magic

and it will blow your mind a little bit . You can let this air dry or hit

it with a blow drier . If the ink is super concentrated , it make take a

few times to fully remove the blue . Add additional water and try

blow drying on cool or air drying if you are still seeing blue .

If you 're having a blast and want a more complex design , keep on keepin '  on ! You

can add on more leafy stems , daisies , another Lupine in a different color , or

whatever else you can come up with ! 

 

I leave the inside of my hats uncovered , but you are welcome to apply a liner to

protect the stitches if you 'd like !

KEEP  GOING!



SHARE YOUR CREATION WITH ME!

Use the hashtag #mymiremade
or tag me @leximire in your
Instagram posts and stories!



SHOPPING LIST

Here 's an Amazon list of most of the items on the materials list , I added a few 

variations in case you prefer a different type of hoop or hat :

 

 

 

 

A lot of these items can also be found at a craft store and may be a little cheaper 

locally . The DMC thread is easiest to buy at Michaels or Jo-Ann Fabric . 

http://a.co/aKgFc9o

THIS PATTERN IS FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY 

© Alexis Mire 2019 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
 

 

 

 

This Mire Made pattern and resulting embroidery may not be sold , replicated or distributed . If you 

are found violating these terms , legal action will be taken . This pattern is for personal use only , not 
to be created and resold under any circumstances . Please do not redistribute this PDF in any way , I 
have spent hours creating it for you and hope you can respect my work and business and encourage 

others to purchase the pattern for themselves .


